Global Electronic Approval Routing System (GEARS)
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GEARS is an online document routing system that allows for real-time distribution, processing and decisions on forms, documents and other correspondence.
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BENEFITS

- Replaces hard copy routing/distribution of documents
- Real-time situational awareness
- Allows for decisions to be made on important questions/issues by one person, or a group of people
- Multiple people can be included to take action on a routed document
- Documents won’t fall into the mysterious “black hole” of distribution
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BENEFITS (CONT’D)

- Individuals can be added to the Notifications area for situational awareness
- Can see where a document is currently at for action
- Comments can be added by individuals in the document routing
- Routings are time-stamped which can be used for metrics
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WHY IS THE HRO USING GEARs?

- Previously, all documents submitted to the HRO were done with hard copies through distribution.
- Documents would get lost either in distribution, on someone’s desk, or in the return back to the requestor.
- Routing lists could be created to mimic the path of specific personnel actions to ensure the correct people actioned the request in the correct order.
- Kept everyone honest concerning a document’s status.
How to Use GEARS

- No special permissions are required to use GEARS
- As long as an individual has a CAC and an account in the Global Address List (GAL), they have access to GEARS
- Determine who needs to see/action your routed document, in what order. Are there others who need view-only access?
- PDF documents are preferred, especially if signature needed. GEARS will accept attaching multiple formats of documents, but generally speaking, PDF is preferred
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HOW TO USE GEARS


➢ Select:

GEARS version 5 (Site 2)

Live - Current production version (new site collection as of September 2017)

GEARS version 5 (Site 3)
Select:

- New Packet
- My Packets
- My Actions

**NOTE:** The current data retention policy will delete packets.

**Packets Created By Me:**

- Packets Not Routed: 0
- Packets In Route: 5
- Completed Packets: 0
Type a Packet Name:

**Very Important**
Please include unit in Packet Name to assist HR professionals determine who needs to action workflow.
Select Packet Type from list:
Click Proceed to the Next Step:
Add any files needed to be routed by clicking the + button and dragging files over to be uploaded. **PRO TIP:** Ensure files being uploaded are NOT password protected. If necessary, print a copy, scan and upload into GEARS.
1. Add an additional packet POC, if needed
2. Add comments / instructions for the people in the routing
3. Due Date – generally day prior to the effective date of the action
   **PRO TIP**: do not make the date the day after you initiate the routing (unless it truly is due that day)
4. Click the Add the route button
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HOW TO USE GEARS (CONT’D)

- Click Add a user / group to manually select the routing
- Click Insert an existing routing to select a previously created & saved routing list

- At this point, a new window will be created to add people into the Notifications area. Anyone in the Notifications can see the packet and the attachments, but cannot action the workflow in any way.
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How to Use GEARS (Cont’d)

- You can add a pre-defined group into the routing, or an individual person, and route the packet in the order it needs to flow for review and/or signature. **PRO TIP:** If you need to create a group, you must submit a help ticket thru the GEARS Help Desk and they will create the group for you.
- Select what the task is from one of the four options available.
By selecting the small box on the right side of the routing will allow you to select an additional person/persons for that level in the routing. NOTE: the packet will not route forward until all persons at that level have actioned. Each person can have individual responsibilities assigned to them. **PRO TIP:** Do not use Concur/Nonconcur; it will keep GEARS from allowing edits to documents uploaded into the workflow….use **Review for Corrections** instead.
Once the routing is set, you can either save it as a pre-defined route, or submit the packet. **PRO TIP:** Saving as a pre-defined route is something only you can see.
When you submit the packet for routing, select if you want the signature files sent to you and/or the packet files and start the packet routing forward.
To check the status of the packet, go to Packets In Route under My Packets/Packets Created By Me.
GEARS has the ability to create unique routing lists and distribution groups (groups are created by GEARS help desk).

Helpful if people work different shifts, leave schedules, or wider visibility if needed for an action.

Multiple people can be placed at each stop for the packet, with each having a unique task.

The HRO has created routing lists for various personnel actions, and the document is available on the HRO web site. (*Now one list, versus two lists)

Workflows to the HRO from the 161st & 162nd should be routed through the HR Remotes.
Be mindful of the comments you type into a GEARS workflow. Everyone in the workflow, to include those in the Notifications, can see those comments.

Once a workflow is completed, attachments fall out of GEARS workflows after 21 10 calendar days. Be sure and save a copy of the workflow if you would like an archived copy.

By sure and select the correct profile (.mil or .civ) when adding someone to the workflow routing.

GEARS workflows can, from time-to-time, get “stuck” for some unknown reason. If that happens, a new workflow will need to be initiated in its place.
QUESTIONS?

James D. Miller
602-629-4074 / 853-4074
james.d.miller178.civ@mail.mil